“We dance and we sing
and we do everything”
EXPLORING STEM IN AN AUTHENTIC CONTEXT
SUE CALDICOTT, STIRLING DISTRICT KINDERGARTEN

Few would deny that STEM is one of the key buzzwords of today’s pedagogy. In this article,
early years educator Sue Caldicott draws on her experience of a particular nature kindy program
to demonstrate how time spent in nature not only affords a wealth of STEM opportunities but
enhances wellbeing at the same time.
There are so many great things about

In my conversations with preschool

being an educator of preschoolers,

leaders across the state, I hear a

but on the mornings when I get

growing shift from emphasising

appropriately dressed, warm my

wellbeing for learning to educators

thermos and pack my lunch for a

thinking deeply about how engaging

day of Kindergarten in the National
Park, I always feel an extra buzz
of excitement. When I reflect with

increase children’s wellbeing.

children on how they feel about their

I see a growing shift to educators

nature kindergarten experiences, I

becoming co-researchers alongside

hear emphatic pronouncements such

children, empowering children

as, “I feel good,” “I feel happy,” “I
feel great.”
Yes! Our educator team has done it,
raising the wellbeing of our children
and addressing those vulnerabilities
showing up in our AEDC scores. We

to lead the learning, document
and assess their own learning and
increase their wellbeing through this
autonomy.
There is a growing shift to planning
for intellectual learning rather than

“Future innovation will require STEM-

academic learning, in areas often

related knowledge, problem-solving,

referred to as “21st century learning”

critical and creative thinking skills,

in our kindergarten. Our families are

skills. These skills underpin STEM

and the ability to work collaboratively

now choosing to engage with natural

learning, increasingly emphasised as

and solve emerging world problems.

spaces for weekend exploration and

a way of growing learner capacity in

A 2015 PricewaterhouseCoopers

play. The research findings we read

critical thinking and creativity.

report noted that there is a growing

have observed the strengthening
of positive learning dispositions
encouraged in the bush and nurtured

about nature engagement improving
wellbeing are being supported by
our own evidence. These reflections
should be leaving us feeling very
satisfied as educators.
As educators who critically reflect,
however, we always dig deeper. Why
are our learners feeling increased
wellbeing through nature play? Why
is learning in the bush different from
learning at kindy? When critically
reflecting on our own pedagogy,
what can we do differently to connect
learning and wellbeing across the
different learning environments of
our children?
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children in satisfying learning can

I see a growing
shift to educators
becoming coresearchers alongside
children, empowering
children to lead the
learning, document
and assess their
own learning and
increase their
wellbeing through
this autonomy.
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need for the broad skills that are

STEM is an acronym for the

In today’s society there are

fostered through STEM education:

interconnected disciplines of Science,

increasingly strong political and

critical thinking and problem-solving,

Technology, Engineering and

economic spotlights on future

analytic capabilities, curiosity and

Mathematics, but is also evolving

job skills, identifying problems as

imagination have all been identified

as an approach to integrated

opportunities, and being able to

as critical ‘survival skills’ in the

learning. However, planning for

sell a vision or idea to others (linking

workplace of the future.”

an activity based on just one of

STEM and entrepreneurship). In

the STEM disciplines is not STEM

a present and future where the

STEM Learning Strategy for DECD

learning. For example, matching a

consequences of industrial decision

Preschool to Year 12 2017 to 2020 p.4

quantity of gumnuts to a numeral

making and climate change matter,

is a mathematical exercise, sorting

there is a stronger need to model

magnetic from non-magnetic objects

empathy and ethics in our work with

is a science-based exercise, but

children. You may explore questions

neither of these activities can be

such as, “How will our STEM

described as STEM.

learning experiences or ‘solutions’

“Play provides opportunities for
children to learn as they discover,
create, improvise and imagine. When
children play with other children
they create social groups, test out

impact on our immediate and wider

ideas, challenge each other’s thinking

STEM learning and thinking has a

and build new understandings. Play

focus on identifying and solving

provides a supportive environment

authentic (or “real world”) problems

where children can ask questions,

by integrating two or more STEM

solve problems, and engage in critical

disciplines. Strategies to solve a

thinking. Play can expand children’s

new problem/need or to improve a

thinking and enrich their learning.”

system, process or design are created

Let’s now take STEM learning and

(engineered) using tools (technology)
Early Years Learning Framework

dispositions into the preschool

and based on how we organise our

outdoor context.

DEEWR 2009 p.15

thinking and what we know about

When learners are collaboratively

the world (mathematical or scientific

environment, community or culture?
How are we honouring what has gone
before, e.g. Aboriginal sciences? How
are children considering the natural
world in their play?”

Our Early Years Learning Framework

knowledge and skills).

guides our educator philosophy,

motivated by curiosity or need,

There are varying degrees of research

and asks us to recognise the

they are engaging their thinking,

and critical thinking involved before

connectedness of mind, body and

language, senses, knowledge, skills

a creative “Aha!” moment may

spirit in our work with children. The

and dispositions. Preschoolers

occur. Collaboration with others to

framework informs our practice

engage in this kind of holistic

share skills, knowledge and strengths

to be holistic, to pay attention to

STEM learning through play and in

is often key to working towards a

children’s physical, personal, social,

particular the type of play inspired by

STEM solution and requires good

emotional and spiritual wellbeing

natural environments.

communication skills.

as well as to the cognitive aspects

solving authentic problems, self-

decision making and pedagogy
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of learning: “An integrated, holistic
approach to teaching and learning
also focuses on connections to the
natural world.” (p.14) Our framework
speaks of natural play environments
that “invite open-ended interactions,
spontaneity, risk taking, exploration,
discovery and connection with
nature”. (p.16)
A natural play space allows children
of all ages to be part of the daily
changes brought by the cycle of
seasons and to immerse themselves
in sensory play.

A natural play space
allows children of
all ages to be part
of the daily changes
brought by the cycle
of seasons and to
immerse themselves
in sensory play.
Sensory play outdoors is a process
of scientific inquiry in which children
are collecting data about their world
using their whole bodies. You can’t
discover the myriad scents of the
earth and plants released by rain by
looking at a rainy day photograph.
You can’t discover which tree
canopies give you the best shelter
from rain when you do a tree puzzle.
Mobilo will never stretch children’s
imagination and creativity as much
as stick play will. Sensory play with
others builds communication, social
and dramatic play skills as children
negotiate the natural environment,
resources and tools available to
investigate their questions arising
through play.
Einstein once said, “I have no
special talent. I am only passionately
curious.” Curiosity, the desire to
know the what, why and how of their
world, is innate in children. This
drive, together with the processes
of experimentation and discovery,
leads to questioning (‘How does
it...?”, “When does it?”, “Why does
it?”) creating and testing a hypothesis
(“What if...?”) and forming a theory
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(“A because B”). Seeking and solving

number of players into account when

which butterflies were indigenous

these questions about the world is

measuring branches, and trying

to our area, finding out about local

STEM in play. My favourite Einstein

various ways to build structurally

butterflies which were becoming

quote is his belief that “play is the

sound walls as they designed and

extinct and talking about habitats

highest form of research”. The role

redesigned prototypes. Positively

being destroyed, observing the

of the educator is not to shut down

dealing with setbacks contributes

lifecycle of real caterpillars to

children’s inquiry by giving them

to strong wellbeing and if you are a

butterflies to eggs, and visiting a

the answer to their questions but

keen observer of cubby building, you

native plant nursery so children could

to let the children do the thinking,

will have noticed that the process

choose plants with the expertise of

even if they are grappling with the

is usually more rewarding than the

the horticulturalist. Children checked

“wrong” answers. As a co-researcher

product. How much time do children

how big the plants would grow and

working alongside children, it is OK

spend engaged in cubbies purchased

if they suited our garden conditions.

for an educator to say, “I don’t know;

from “Prefabricated Cubbyland”

They checked the information on

let’s find out,” ...but not by jumping

compared with the time engaged in

labels, measured the plot before

onto Google. Children’s research is

building a cubby from loose parts?

planting and cared for the plants back
at kindy. Children danced around

hands-on research, is asking more
questions, is dialogue with others, is
learning-linked concepts over time.
It is OK to slow down, to support
children in pursuing their own
research over time, where it is part
of learning that we don’t always get
it right first time. Teaching children
about the concepts of design –
thinking, planning and creating
prototypes – is one way children can
reflect on problem-solving processes
and develop persistence and
resilience. For example, during my

Teaching children
about the concepts
of design –thinking,
planning and creating
prototypes – is one
way children can
reflect on problemsolving processes and
develop persistence
and resilience

the garden with butterfly wings and
crushed flowers to smell the nectar.
Over time, children observed the
new butterfly visitors and used the
identification chart painted by a local
high school art student. There was
so much more richness to this STEM
learning than looking up plants on
the internet. And as they explored
and discovered, they became more
confident as learners, eager to share
their understandings and curiously
posing more questions.
The following reflections were

time overseeing a nature kindy that
involved regularly visiting a National

The answer to the inquiry “what

gathered from a group of

Park, the solution to the problem

plants do we plant to feed

preschoolers after 10 kindergarten

“how do you build a cubby?”

butterflies?” came over months

sessions in a National Park. I have

was developed over many weeks.

of observing butterflies and which

added some context about the STEM

Children experimented and failed,

plants they favoured in our garden,

learning in this natural setting and

and learned to use forked branches,

documenting with iPad photos,

the children’s reflections about their

to make a frame of bigger branches

drawing butterflies, sharing books

own wellbeing as well as analysis of

first, to take land gradient and the

and identification charts to discover

learning and dispositions.

CHILD’S COMMENT
(NATURE PLAY)
“I like to collect clay. It
was really fun. We mixed it
and we made stuff with it.
S made and mixed and C
digged.”

EDUCATOR’S COMMENT

The problem identified
and solved was how to play
shops without any adjuncts.
Children discovered and dug
the clay and created items
to sell in their “shop”. They
used gum nuts and pebbles
as coins.

STEM ANALYSIS

Science: Discovering
properties of clay soil when
adding water.
Tech: Using sticks as tools.
Engineering: Learning how
to join clay when creating
various items. Collaboration
to create systems of
manufacture and trade.
Maths: Symbolic play,
monetary system.
Entrepreneurial skills.
Communication.

CHILD’S COMMENT
(WELLBEING)
“I’m usually a video game
person but I like Nature
Kindy. It makes me feel
good.” (C) Satisfaction
of working together and
solving the need. Sociodramatic play with own
adjuncts very satisfying,
particularly when others
joined in the shop play.
Executive functions
of emotional and selfregulation develop through
socio-dramatic play.
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CHILD’S COMMENT
(NATURE PLAY)

EDUCATOR’S COMMENT

“I liked the walks – especially
to get plants for the
butterflies. I liked walking up
the hill.”

Making links between
the park and kindy was
important for continuity
of learning. We engaged
community expertise for
authentic problem solving...
replenishing plants for our
butterfly garden from the
State Flora Nursery.

STEM ANALYSIS

Science: Learning about
habitat and food sources
for indigenous butterflies.
Transferring knowledge
to different contexts.
Ecosystems.
Tech: identifying butterflies
and plants through digital
and non-digital means.

CHILD’S COMMENT
(WELLBEING)
“I feel good at Nature
Kindy.” (E) Children felt
positively empowered
in choosing the plants
and understanding their
contribution to sustain
native butterfly populations.
Persistence and resilience
as well as physical fitness
developed by long walks.

Engineering: designing the
garden planting pattern.
Math: spatial awareness
of size and distance when
choosing plants and in
planting them at kindy.
Connecting with local
community scientific
expertise.
Ethical: indigenous planting.
“We were all playing
detectives under a tree.
Detectives look for
things that are lost like
mushrooms.”

“I made (the letter) ‘A’ with
sticks. I liked walking in the
rain and seeing the emu. I
liked floating leaves in the
water in the creek. I liked
walking on the logs, hunting
for toadstools. I found some
the first day. I love seeing the
kangaroos. I like the rope
swings. I ate some Johnny
cakes with jam and honey.
Yummy!”
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Noticing is a key skill (for
science, maths and art)
encouraged by educators
and honed by all the children
over time. Children learned
about seasonal changes.
Discovering different fungi
in different habitats was a
strong interest. Children
were keen to find a rare
blue Pixie toadstool on their
walks.

Science: Exploring and
discovering. Curiosity.
Persistence in pursuing
theories.

Communication and writing:
Connecting to literature,
bringing texts alive.
Following a recipe. Cultural
connecting to Aboriginal
stories. Identifying fungi with
charts and reading maps.

Exploration, discovery,
classification. Cooking is
STEM. Delayed gratification
between cooking and eating
helps develop executive
function.
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Maths: Observing similarities
and differences, patterns
and using data to predict
when/where fungi will be
found.

“I feel really happy and I feel
like seeing all the nature.”
(A) Emotional connection
to the natural environment.
Confidence in “reading”.
Collaboration and shared
goals.

Language: Vocabulary
development and reading
using NRM identification
charts. Connecting with
community scientific
expertise.
“It felt nice to be at Nature
Kindy. It’s Spring.” (A)
Emotional connection: A
parent composed a nature
kindy song with the children,
using their words, and this
was shared with families
as well as sung by children
as they played both at the
centre and in the park. When
children sing spontaneously,
it is a great indicator of
wellbeing.

CHILD’S COMMENT
(NATURE PLAY)

EDUCATOR’S COMMENT

“I liked making my boat
to float in the water. I like
playing on the rainbow
snake - the big log, the tree
that fell down. I learnt no
pulling things off the trees.
I said, “Josh you cannot do
this!” I like testing how deep
the puddles are. You can
use things from nature to
make things not using glue
or sticky tape. Nature needs
protecting or else animals
won’t have anywhere to live
or sit under. We have to
look after nature so we don’t
hurt animals. Turtles get hurt
by rubbish like straws. Only
rain down the drain.”

One “problem” solved was
creating a boat that would
float on the creek. Children
chose their own materials
found on the ground. String
and rubber bands were
made available.
Cultural connections:
Aboriginal dreaming
stories come alive in
natural settings. The long
log became the “Rainbow
Serpent”. The lorikeet
and other feathers found
connected children with
the story of “How the birds
got their colours”. Our
Aboriginal child shared
his stories of being on the
Lands.

STEM ANALYSIS

CHILD’S COMMENT
(WELLBEING)

Science: Which natural
items float, what sinks, and
does size impact this? How
the force of water currents
moves objects. Sustainable
practices.
Tech: What tools are
needed/available? Some
children used a stick to make
holes in leaves and then
threaded these sails onto a
mast.
Engineering: designing a
plan using the available
resources. What type of
boat? How will the parts stay
together? Can the boat be
transported to the creek?

“I feel good at Nature
Kindy.” (S) Resilience and
persistence when boats
fell apart or didn’t float as
expected. Satisfaction of
success. Developing working
memory and flexibility
as executive functions
for learning. Risk taking
in learning. Wellbeing
that comes from doing
something proactive for
others. Wellbeing from
cultural sense of belonging.

Maths: Using data, spatial
knowledge.
Ethics: We made sure all
rubber bands were collected
afterwards, sticks returned
where found, and we
collected and disposed of
broken glass we discovered
in the creek.
Citizenship: We stencilled
drains with the “Only
rain down the drain”
message. There were lots
of conversations about how
the Belair creek we played in
ended up at West Beach in
the sea.

“I was hunting for birds and
wolves and foxes. I like to
keep building the cabin, play
under the pine trees, swing
on the (rope) swing and
walk along the logs. I liked
walking in the rain. We saw
a big log. I liked splashing
in the big muddy puddles
and floating my boat in the
creek. It was a good floater.”

Cubby building or making
shelters is an inherent part
of human play. Children
collaborated in the problem
solving of how to make
cubbies out of fallen
branches only. It was both
a short term and long term
endeavour for different
groups of children.

Science: properties of dry/
greener branches.
Maths: measurement, spatial
awareness when building.
Collaboration: Designing
and following a plan.
Ethics: Only use fallen
branches.

“I feel great at Nature
Kindy. My dad stayed lots
of times.” (Ch) Pro-social
executive functions develop
through collaborative play.
Engaging community and
building adult wellbeing
through connections to
nature. Families began to
visit the park on weekends.
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CHILD’S COMMENT
(NATURE PLAY)

EDUCATOR’S COMMENT

STEM ANALYSIS

“I went on the tree & I found
a toadstool. I played with
clay. I made a dinosaur. We
went walking in the woods.
We saw 2 dead rabbits. We
were finding things. I found
a nut, a feather and moss.
I jumped in a puddle. I had
Spiderman boots on. I saw a
kangaroo. I liked looking in
the hollow log.”

The “big rat” someone
spotted turned out to be a
kangaroo, seen in real life
for the first time. We also
discovered a dead kangaroo
which sparked children’s
curiosity about the processes
of decay.

Science: lifecycles, pests,
fauna and flora first-hand
observations and ethical
conversations about
authentic issues like rabbits
being pests as well as pets.

CHILD’S COMMENT
(WELLBEING)
“I felt happy at Nature
Kindy.” (J)

Tech and Engineering:
Making a representative
model of an animal from
found resources.
Maths: noticing, counting,
sorting and categorising.

“I know you never hurt
nature. Never never never
scrape a tree’s skin off. It’s
like humans.”
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Critical thinking and
empathy.

“I feel great at nature kindy.”
(J)

As well as observations and analysis

enjoyment, children strengthen

understanding, encourage personal

by educators and children, parent

their wellbeing as well as make

and social skills through teamwork,

voice is also a strong indicator of

meaning of their world through

and model empathy and global

successful learning and positive

scientific, mathematical and symbolic

citizenship. Nature provides an

wellbeing. Family feedback about

explorations, and increasingly

open environment of ever-changing

sessions in the park indicated children

complex language.

possibilities that allow children

developing a greater appreciation,
knowledge and understanding about

Through nature play and engaging in

to lead learning and to develop
creative and critical thinking through

nature, and learning about nature

sustained, ethical conversations with

being food and shelter. When we

sensitive educators as co-researchers,

look at parents' comments about

children develop their identity as

children’s wellbeing in nature, a

capable and confident explorers,

typical response is that their child was

creative STEM problem solvers. They

“so happy to go”, that they “always

develop their identity as citizens

enjoyed their nature play”, and that

that respect the environment, follow

they came home “tired but quite

sustainable practices and have a

happy”. Other comments told us

positive impact on the wilder zones

their child felt “free”, “courageous”,

of their community.

outdoor play space or exploring

You may recognise the indicators

yourself, “Do our children dance and

of all five EYLF outcomes in the

sing and do everything? Have we hit

examples I have shared. Whether

that holistic note of belonging, being

nature play happens at the centre

and becoming?”

“more inquisitive and independent”
and “grounded in nature”. For a
child with vision impairment, nature
play was “an awesome experience,
learning about wide open spaces and
really learning to enjoy it”. Wellbeing

STEM problem seeking and solving.
Engagement in positive playful
nature learning experiences develops
positive wellbeing. Wellbeing and
positive dispositions developing
through play will motivate further
learning. Next time you are casting
a critically reflective eye over your
beyond the gate you may ask

or beyond the gate, these active
learning environments will involve

[“We dance and we sing and we do

children in deep STEM learning,

everything” is the first line of a nature

Through contributing to collaborative

especially if educators intentionally

kindy song written collaboratively by

projects and shared experiences

and ethically engage children

Blackwood Kindy children and one

that integrate sensory, physical and

with problem-solving in the

of our parents, a singer-songwriter.

cognitive systems for purpose and

wider community, enable cultural

Reissen 2016.]

was developed through engagement.

» Sue has 36 years’ teaching experience with ten of those in
various Director roles. In 2016 to 2018 she worked as an early
years STEM Project Officer with the Department for Education and
has since returned to a Director role at Stirling District Kindy. She is
currently implementing a bush kindy program that is seeing similar
benefits for students and parents.
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